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South Africa’s food security depends on
irrigated agriculture but a significant
percentage of influencers and politicians
seem to base far reaching decisions on old
myths.  These include: agriculture wastes
water, is one of the main polluters of rivers
and ‘hogs’ water allocations.

If policy and water allocations are determined
from this false perspective and wide
generalizations, even viable commercial
agriculture will see its water allocations
diminish.   Already there is a huge push from
Government for commercial farmers to cut
vital water use for redistribution. Logically,
this means a serious wobble in the country’s
food stability and a drastic jump in prices for
essential food stuffs.  This is according to
Koos van Rensburg, MD of MBB Consulting
Engineers in Nelspruit. 

MBB Consulting Engineers was South
Africa’s first agricultural engineering
consultancy, remains one of Africa’s largest
and has been involved with irrigated
agriculture since 1973.  

“Depending on the specific catchment,
agriculture is generally the largest water
user, consuming 60% to 70% of available
resources,” says van Rensburg.  “Decision
makers are out of touch with the realities of
commercial farming, advances in technology
and the advances in water management and
conservation.

“In spite of the realities agriculture is seen
as the main culprit for squandering and
misusing water and is even accused in the
National Water Act of 1998 of wasting
between 30 and 40% of its water
allocations. A paradigm shift in thinking in
Government circles is essential. Real value
must be given to irrigated agriculture to
ensure SA’s food security, protect thousands
of jobs, safeguard the economy and support
rural development,” states van Rensburg. 

Over the past 20 years irrigation technology
has made huge advances and today uses
water effectively and efficiently. Water
management and scheduling have become
a science which translates into healthier
bottom line profits.  Most commercial
farmers ensure pipelines and dams are
regularly maintained and actively support
water conservation.

Commercial farms are businesses and to
stay profitable production costs must be
minimised. Today, agriculture uses highly
efficient, easy to manage irrigation systems
that are designed to suit crops and soil, and
optimise water use.  Pumping excess water
wastes costly electricity and too much or too
little water negatively impacts crop yields.
Fertilizer has increased in price, so once
again it is poor management to over water
that causes this, and other nutrients, to
leach from the soil. 

South Africa desperately needs localized
water management agencies that fully
understand each catchment area, its
intricate network of problems and who can
ensure the most effective use of this scarce
resource.  The National Water Act of 1998
requires the Department of Water Affairs
(DWA) to ensure water users in 19 areas
form Catchment Management Agencies
(CMA) to manage water resources.

However, only two of the 19 CMAs needed
nationally have been founded – the Inkomati
CMA in Mpumulanga and Breede-Overberg
CMA in the Western Cape.   The DWA has

placed a moratorium on founding further
CMAs. Essential decision making, including
granting water licenses, is centralized at a
national level.  This removes control from
the water users such as industries, farmers,
forestry, tourist initiatives, conservation and
municipalities.

The Inkomati Catchment Management
Agency (CMA), the first to be formed in SA,
is tasked by DWA to manage water
resources and co-ordinate water users in the
Sabie, Crocodile and Komati river systems.

According to Brian Jackson, Executive
Manager Water Resources and Programs at
the Inkomati CMA, the majority of skilled
commercial farmers use and manage water
very wisely.  However, granting of water
allocations does not take into account the
farmer’s skill  and water wastage is common
on farms, which through land claims, are
managed by resource poor farmers. �

Linear Irrigation systems save water and labour

IRRIGATED
AGRICULTURE
Water waster or vital food supplier?
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New irrigation technology offers
higher crop yields



People don’t often think about courage in
the work place but there are small acts of
courage taking place all the time without
most of us being aware of them; the
nervous young intern facing a challenging
new project, the young secretary taking
minutes at an important board meeting or a
newly appointed manager chairing his first
meeting. Time and time again there are
small acts of courage taking place each day.

The word courage comes from the Old
French corage, meaning “heart and spirit.”
We are inclined to think of courage as a
huge headline-making endeavour, someone
rescuing a child from a hi-jacked car or a war
hero rushing into battle to save his
compatriots. These are indeed acts of great
courage, but the nervous young receptionist
dealing with a difficult client displays her
own unique type of courage. The heart and
spirit of an organisation is often clear by the
way the people, both management and staff
behave, not only towards clients, but more
importantly, towards one another. 

Courage in the workplace has to be
promoted and has to start with senior
management. Courageous leadership knows
the difference between pride and arrogance

versus humility and grace. Courage in the
workplace develops constructive opposition
— when someone faces problems and
difficulties head on, in order to safeguard
their work or their project, they are displaying
workplace and moral courage. 

Above all, a courageous work environment
promotes the passion to be true to oneself.
Authenticity is the act of being faithful to
your internal, rather than, externally
imposed ideas and values; this leads
inevitably to being true to yourself.  Staff
having the freedom to be authentic in the
workplace will be happier, and will in the
long-term, be far more productive.

Clients will also benefit from an organisation
that has the courage to be authentic.
A strong relationship will grow when clients
realise that there is steadfast and
courageous leadership. Trust and confidence
are critical ingredients for creating successful
working relationships.

Now is the time for courageous leadership
and conscious action. The first step in
harnessing courage is to develop a vision
that represents authenticity in obtaining
goals, and aligning  staff,  business and
clients with that vision. �

Although Heritage Day 2011, 24th
September, has past the topic is still very
much in the minds of the Stellenbosch
community. For my sin of being retired, I am
somehow involved in a team planning what
will happen in this regard over the next
couple of years in Stellenbosch.

The planning process started on 18 May
2011, Election Day. Representatives from a
broad spectrum of communities and
organizations in Stellenbosch were asked to
participate in a planning session. The
outcome of this was:

� Instead of inaugurating a monument of the
past, it was decided to build a Monument

of Intent as a symbol of the intention to
develop an inclusive future heritage for
Stellenbosch. This will testify to  ownership
of citizenship by all and a town  where all
feel safe and welcome.

� Two of the requisites are for communities
to share their histories, and for each
community to experience and accept
citizenship of Stellenbosch. This was
illustrated beautifully by an old inhabitant
of Kayamandi saying that after 40 years
he still does not feel welcome or part of
Stellenbosch, while a brazen student said
he will be only three years a Matie, but
claims Stellenbosch as part of his
heritage!

� A three year project was launched, during
which all communities will  disclose
identity issues, learn about each other,
build relations and put the social fiber in
place to erect the Monument of Intent,
the completion of which may be phased
proportionally with the achievement of
social targets set by  communities.

Schools and churches already play a
tremendous role in bringing communities
closer and will continue doing so. Their
actions will be supplemented with everyone
focused on realizing one dream. �
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A WORD OR TWO ON COURAGE...

From Dieter Heinsohn CE of MBB
Services International

COURAGE
in the workplace

Courage doesn't
always roar.

Sometimes courage
is the little voice at

the end of the day
that says I'll try
again tomorrow.

~ Mary Anne Radmacher

Focusing on our HERITAGE
From 
Johann Murray,
Founder Principal 
of MBB Consulting
Engineers



Two substantial, challenging, multi-million
Rand dams have been designed by MBB
Consulting Engineers in Pietermaritzburg.
The designs have both been commissioned
by the local water authority, Umgeni Water,
who has different roles in the two projects.  

Imvutshane Dam, near Maphumulo in
KwaZulu-Natal, is being implemented as part
of Umgeni Water’s bulk infrastructure.
Ludeke Dam, near Mbizana in the Eastern
Cape (former Transkei), forms part of the
Greater Mbizana Regional Bulk Water Supply
Scheme that Umgeni Water is implementing
on behalf of the Alfred Nzo District
Municipality, with the Department of Water
Affairs and the Municipality providing funding.

Both dams will play a vital role in the national
objective to supply a reliable source of safe
drinking water to rural communities where a
large percentage of the population has been
without a dependable water supply. 

The MBB Pietermaritzburg based engineers
– Mike Udal and Tyler Bain - responsible for
the innovative designs of these dams
recently presented papers on aspects of
their work at an engineering seminar in
Stellenbosch.  The 120 delegates, including
many senior engineers, at the three-day
Design and Management of Dams and Other
Hydraulic Structures seminar received the
papers with interest and enthusiasm.   This
success led to the papers being updated to
be presented at the SA National Committee
on Large Dams annual conference, which will
be held in Johannesburg during November.

“These events present an opportunity to
share our experience with the engineering
industry with the aim of promoting
co-operation rather than competition.

Our aim is to stimulate thought, discussion
and the development of new ideas which
benefits South African engineering as a
whole,” commented Mike Udal of MBB.

Udal’s presentation highlighted the innovative
thinking that was employed in the design of
the spillway of the Ludeke Dam, theoretical
calculations were confirmed by the successful
construction of an hydraulic scale model at
the University of Stellenbosch. 

Tyler Bain, presented on similar inventive
elements, which were incorporated in the
design of the Imvutshane Dam, highlighting
the possible use of jet grouting techniques
as a means of providing a watertight seal
under the dam foundation in poor soil
conditions.  He also addressed pipe jacking
to enable the outlet pipes to be installed
through the adjacent hillside, thereby
avoiding the poor foundation conditions in
the dam centre.   

“Our intention is to present more papers at
similar engineering seminars and to learn
from other engineers in order to develop
South African engineering expertise.   Local
engineers have much to offer in solving
many of the problems facing Africa –
especially in securing  medium to long term
solutions to water security as demand for
the resource grows,” concluded Mike Udal.

Alick Rennie, a director of MBB, commented
that it is a pleasure to work with a highly
professional client such as Umgeni Water
where innovative solutions and detailed
design engineering are understood and
valued. �
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DAM
CLEVER
Pietermaritzburg engineers share how it’s done

Aerial view of Ludeke Dam site

Assembling the access bridge pier base
structure

These events present an
opportunity to share our

experience with the
engineering industry with

the aim of promoting
co-operation rather than
competition. ~ Mike Udal

Mike Udal and Tyler Bain refused 
to be caged by challenges in dam
design



20ACER (Africa) Environmental Management
Consultants celebrates twenty years of
ensuring development takes place in an
environmentally sustainable manner. 

The Company has grown from small
beginnings in Dr Dieter Heinsohn’s
converted garage to one of the most
prominent and experienced organisations in
Integrated Environmental Management in
South and Southern Africa.   A spur to that
growth came in 1995 when ACER joined
with MBB Consulting Engineers to form a
formidable force in the market place.   

At that stage, environmental legislation
filled a couple of pages, by 2006 it formed
a small book and today it takes up a tome.
As rules and regulations become more
complex, ACER’s aim remains to serve the
environment.

“Our objective has always been to deliver a
first rate service to clients with the focus on
integrity, excellence and harnessing our
employee’s wide base of skills to their best
advantage. ACER’s clients are normally
happy clients and say so through their
loyalty and repeat business” says Dieter
Heinsohn.

“We have been involved with many exciting
and challenging projects in sectors as
diverse as mining, tourism and transport to
industry, agriculture, conservation, commerce
and water.

“A highlight for me has been working with a
great team who share my commitment to
learning and producing quality work.
Certainly we have all enjoyed the opportunity
of meeting, and learning from, people from
a multitude of different disciplines.

“Over the years, I have been very privileged
to interact with a wide range of talented
people, including many from the engineering
fraternity, and have learned much as a
result.  They have influenced my thinking
and  the direction ACER has taken. These
people are too many to name but ACER
owes them a great debt of gratitude for their
wisdom and willingness to share.”

Another highlight was Dieter Heinsohn’s
contribution to the United Nations Environment
Program: Dams and Development Project, in
particular, contributing to the Compendium of
Relevant Practice. This work has grown into
the delivery of training on subjects applicable
to the development of large water
infrastructure projects. This is a SADC and
EAC initiative, with financial support from
UNEP and GIZ.
Continued overleaf
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ACER
Two decades of dedication

Barry Patrick, ACER, oversees the beginnings of a
swamp forest along the John Ross Highway
Below: The public participation process is vital in
any EIA

Thousands of plants are being used for rehabilitation on the John Ross Highway project
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For many years ACER has supported a
variety of organizations that help the
vulnerable.  Siyathuthuka Obanjeni is one
such community based operation, which
runs purely on donation power.     

It is driven by a group of motivated women
who volunteer their time and expertise to
help tuberculosis (TB), HIV/AIDS and stroke
patients and the elderly.    200 orphans and
vulnerable children are also cared for and
embraced by Siyathuthuka.

The donations given by ACER this year went
towards keeping the children warm during a
harsh winter.  Piles of school jerseys were
bought as learners must adhere to a strict
school dress code or go cold.   

The organization is reliant on local support,
so, if you would like to support this initiative
that addresses the real problems people
face in rural KZN, go to www.siyathuthuka to
see how you can spread some warmth and
caring. �

GIVING BACK
Warmth in winter can
make a difference in a
child’s ability to learn

Above: A warm school jersey receives a
sunshine smile

In the future, ACER plans to continually
improve its services to clients by adding
value to the products it delivers as well as
expanding its service base.  “We have
already opened a Video Production Unit,
which focuses on environmental issues,”
continued Dieter Heinsohn.

“We believe in giving back to our
community and, so, instead of a lavish
celebration to mark our 20th anniversary
we will once again make donations to
deserving causes in our community. 

“In my book, there is no doubt that dogs
are man’s best friends – and cats come a
close second!! Pets give so willingly and

freely. Whether it is companionship, loyalty,
unconditional affection, the motivation to
exercise, joy and much more.  However,
they often suffer most in our society –
starvation, abandonment and unthinkable
cruelty is metered out on these giving
creatures. This is why ACER has supported
the SPCA in its work over the years and
will continue to do so,” concluded Dieter
Heinsohn. �

Continued from previous page

2007 - The Sasol Mining Badger Award for Project Team of the Year for the Sasol
Natural Gas Project in Mozambique. 

2004 - The International Association for Impact Assessment SA Chapter: National
Premium Award. Presented for the Sasol Natural Gas Project – Resettlement
Planning and Implementation Programme in Mozambique.

2002 - The International Association for Impact Assessment SA Chapter: National
Premium Award (in association with the CSIR and MGM).  Presented for the
Proposed Expansion to Hillside Aluminium.

2002 - The South African Institution of Civil Engineering (SAICE) Branch Award
for Technical Excellence for the Thukela Water Project Feasibility Study – Public
Involvement Programme.

2002 - The South African Institution of Civil Engineering (SAICE) National Award
for the most outstanding civil engineering achievement in Technical Excellence
for the Thukela Water Project Feasibility Study – Public Involvement Programme.

OVER THE YEARS ACER HAS WON MANY AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE

Bridge across the Bisi at Theekloof -
saving lifes - connecting a community

ACER's In-house training



One of the first video production units to
focus on the environment has been opened
by ACER (Africa) Environmental Management
Consultants.

Advances in cyberspace, such as widely
available access to broadband and new
technology that compacts video into smaller
bundles, has dynamited the local video
production industry into rapid expansion.
Increasingly businesses, NGOs, parastatals
and government departments are using
video on websites as attention grabbing
methods of communicating a great deal of
information in a short space of time.     

“With two decades of experience in dealing
with issues surrounding the human and
natural environments, it was a logical
expansion of our services to offer video
production facilities specialising in this
market sector,” commented Dr Dieter
Heinsohn, MD of ACER.

As a leading player in integrated
environmental management, the Company
comprises many experts with backgrounds
in diverse environmental fields from
wetlands, rivers, flora and fauna to ecology
and social issues, such as resettlement
planning and implementation.

“Video is a versatile medium and can
convey even complex information vividly and
quickly, saving the target audience time
while captivating their interest,” says Rob

Dyer head of the new video
unit.   “It serves many uses
from training and education
to creating awareness,
documenting projects and as
a marketing and promotional
tool.”

“We offer other environmental
management consultancies an
effective method of explaining the
points of a weighty Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) Report to
stakeholders. Many people are intimidated
by a 300 page document or misinterpret
some of the information. A video
summarises the essence of an EIA Report
in a short, easy to understand presentation
which can be shown at public meetings and
on a website.”

“The marriage between a sound,
comprehensive and specialised knowledge
of the environment and video production
makes good sense, especially when so
many people’s attention is on the welfare of
our natural environment and ways to protect
and promote it,” continues Dyer, who has
11 years experience behind the camera and
producing videos.     

This video production unit provides a
one-stop service from the pre-production
meeting to final polished products. A one or
two camera shoot, using broadcast cameras
in either standard or high definition, with
professional audio recordings, is offered.

The ACER video team are familiar with
filming under adverse conditions, be it from
a helicopter, underwater, or up to their
armpits in a wetland.   The unit has an
in-house and mobile editing service, so
videos can be produced on site if a speedy
turn around is required. �

FOCUS

Rob Dyer interviews
Debbie Steenberg of
ACER

The marriage between a sound, comprehensive and
specialised knowledge of the environment and video

production makes good sense. ~ Rob Dyer
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Nature – fragile and fierce –
can be captured on video

Short films tell long
environmental stories

ATTENTION GRABBING

Environmental Videos


